Welcome to BabyLand!

Visit BabyLand General
Free Admission • Deliveries Daily
In The North Georgia Mountains
70 Miles North of Atlanta • 9 miles south of Alpine Helen
BabyLand General Hospital
73 W. Underwood St • Cleveland, GA • 706-865-2171
Visiting hours: Mon-Sat 9-5; Sun 10-5
Closed Major Holidays
(call ahead to confirm visiting hours)
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Deliveries Daily...

Enter the exciting world of BabyLand General Hospital, birthplace of the Cabbage Patch Kids and home to an array of artist Xavier Roberts’ latest creations!

Be prepared to expect the unexpected. Licensed Patch Nurses (LPN’s) and Doctors are on call daily to assist Mother Cabbages in labor and offer advice to adoptive parents.

When you hear “Nurse to delivery room STAT,” you need to hurry to the Cabbage Patch. Here you will witness the birth of an Original one-of-a-kind, soft-sculpture Cabbage Patch Kid.

Take all the time you want to wander through this most unusual hospital. Out of hundreds of the Original Preemies™, Newborns™ and ‘Kids™ look for the one who catches your eye and then captures your heart.

Following an adoption consultation, the nurse will fill out your Adoption Papers and your baby’s Birth Certificate, then administer the Oath of Adoption. A quick check out at dismissal, and you’re on your way. Stop by the gift shop to find everything you’ll need to care for your newest arrival.

Nowhere else in the world can you get a dose of Imagicillin, a lot of TLC (tender loving care), and a lifetime of unconditional love! It’s just what the doctor ordered!

Tucked away in Georgia’s Appalachian Mountains, BabyLand General is in a turn of the century medical clinic. Selected as one of the Travel Channel’s Top Ten Toylands, BabyLand is a garden of delight. Toy Report editor Chris Byrne commented, "...there is really no other place you can go that really involves your heart.”

Cabbage Patch Kids have a history of capturing people’s hearts. Millions of families remember Christmas of ’83, the year Cabbage Patch Kids Toys were introduced. Parents waited in lines for hours, rushed store clerks and competed to get that must-have gift under their tree at home.

Not only a treasured part of the family, but American History as well...

- 1985 Cabbage Patch Kid traveled into space aboard a NASA shuttle.
- 1996 Olympic Torch stops by BabyLand on its way to the Centennial Olympic Games in Atlanta.
- 1999 Popular vote selected the ‘Kids to be one of 15 commemorative U.S. Postal Stamps representing the 80s.
- 2000 Cabbage Patch Kid Stamp is unveiled at BabyLand.
- 2004 Parenting Magazine puts Cabbage Patch Kids in their Toy Hall of Fame.
- 2005 Cabbage Patch Kids nominated for the Doll of the Year Award from the Toy Industry Association.

With more than 100 million adoptions to date of all types of Cabbage Patch Kids, most important is the bond between Cabbage Patch Kids and the children who promised to love them with all their heart.
Collectibility

Hand-stitched to birth in Georgia’s Appalachian mountains, soft-sculpture Originals are a one-of-a-kind work of art with a growing family of collectors. Before opening BabyLand and incorporating Original Appalachian Artworks in 1978, Xavier attended arts and crafts shows to find homes for his adoptable babies known as Little People®. Re-adoption fees for some of these very first babies are reported to be as high as $20,000. The Collectors Information Bureau maintains values on a variety of editions (800-352-8039).

Throughout the years there have been many types of Cabbage Patch Kids and products. Collectors are always on the lookout, because they know that Cabbage Patch treasures can be found anytime, anywhere.

Collectors Club
Join the Cabbage Patch Kids Collectors Club and get to know the Cabbage Patch Kids family of collectors. Benefits include:

• Editions available exclusively to members
• Exclusive Collectors Events
• Collectors Newsletter
• Membership Pin
• Notification of BabyLand and Cabbage Patch Kids Events
• Membership Card

Bath Camp
Original Cabbage Patch Kids are always dear to their parents, even if they are what our staff calls extremely “well-loved.” Years of stains and smudges from hugs and kisses or reminders of making summer mud pies can usually be cleared up with a trip to Bath Camp. Call 706-865-2171, press “275” for Bath Camp and leave a message - you can also email the camp counselors at bath.camp@cabbagepatchkids.com, or go to our website and click on CPK Bath Camp for proper procedure and estimates.

Differences Make Us Special

Original Cabbage Patch Kids
In 1978 artist Xavier Roberts created needle-molded fabric sculptures called Little People®. Changing the name to Cabbage Patch Kids in 1982, the Originals are still hand-stitched to birth and are available exclusively from BabyLand and its website www.cabbagepatchkids.com. Adoption Agents are available to answer any questions. They also administer a special Oath of Adoption ceremony for Adoptive Parents of soft-sculpture Original babies. Original Adoption Fees range from $170 to $375 plus tax.

Toy Cabbage Patch Kids
Xavier’s company signed its first licensing arrangement in 1982 granting a toy company the right to produce Toy replicas of the Original Cabbage Patch Kids. Currently Play Along Inc., a division of JAKKS Pacific, produces the 16” traditional size Cabbage Patch Kids, Babies, and Fashion accessories. Through the years Coleco Industries, Hasbro Toys, Mattel Inc. and Toys R Us have produced the vinyl-faced babies for the United States market. Other companies are licensed to produce the Toy version for the international market. Most Toy Adoption Fees ranged from $4.99 to $40. Toy Premium, Special and Exclusive Editions can range from $12.99 to $80.

Porcelain Cabbage Patch Kids
Currently delivered by direct mail from The Danbury Mint, these ‘Kids have a rigid fabric body with porcelain legs, arms and head. Most Porcelains are offered from $54 to $125. Pictured here is Emma Grace, The Cabbage Patch Kids Limited Edition Doll from the Danbury Mint. Her Adoption Fee is $99 plus $7.80 shipping and service.

For more information, call 1-800-243-4664 and mention code 07310CPN.
No two Original Cabbage Patch Kids are ever exactly alike! Study their faces and you will be able to get a glimpse of their personality. Always ask your doctor or nurse what’s new, because many times special features are introduced with different editions.

Hand-stitched to birth, each Original Cabbage Patch Kid is individually named and dressed. Col. Casey, our Special Delivery Stork, is eager to find loving homes for the youngsters. He takes some of the ‘Kids to BabyLand General Hospital. Other ‘Kids will pose for pictures, which are then posted on our web. Their biggest wish is that you will be the one who will open your heart and your home.

After you take the Oath of Adoption you will receive a Birth Certificate and Adoption Papers, which are authenticating documents for your one-of-a-kind work of art.

If you simply can’t wait until you visit BabyLand or you would like to adopt a Cabbage Patch Kid you see on www.cabbagepatchkids.com, call 706-865-2171 M-F 9-5 EST, and press “1” to speak to an On-line Adoption Agent.